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	Welcome to Norman Family Dentistry

		Since our practice was founded in 1973, we’ve prided ourselves on providing collaborative, caring dentistry. The health of your smile is important and our Ada dentists are here to guide you through responsibly chosen dental treatments.

		AppointmentsWatch Video























Look No Further For Your Family Dentist




At Norman Family Dentistry, we don’t just specialize in one form of dental treatment or a single age group. Our team of dentists in Ada, MI, have the necessary knowledge and training to care for children, teens, adults, and seniors. Whether you want to enhance your smile with Invisalign® or dental implants, we’re here to help you get started.












Welcome!




We are excited to see you! Because everyone’s dental needs are unique, our dentists approach each patient and treatment plan thoughtfully. Being pushy just isn’t us. What matters most is your long-term oral health and a smile that makes you happy!



About Us
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Our Partners in Your Dental Treatment!












Dr. Stephanie Rashewsky, DMD

Pediatric Dentist
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Learn More







Dr. Joseph Fazio, DDS

Implants & Prosthodontics
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Learn More














Dental Services We Offer




It is our goal to be your family’s one-stop dental home. From routine teeth cleanings and preventive oral cancer screenings to unexpected dental emergencies, our dentists are prepared to handle all aspects of your smile. Browse our services below and feel free to contact us with any questions.
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Preventive

Dentistry



Learn More
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Cosmetic

Dentistry



Learn More
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Dentistry



Learn More
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Implant

Dentistry



Learn More
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Pediatric

Dentistry



Learn More














Why Our Patients Matter




Each patient that walks through our door deserves the best quality dental care. There’s no question about it. You’re more than just a number and help to make Norman Family Dentistry what it is today.
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New Patient?




We’re always happy to welcome new faces into our practice! To make sure your first visit is the most efficient and straightforward, our dentists ask that you first fill out a few forms before arriving. See you soon!



Patient Forms













Testimonials




We value what our patients have to say.

Listen (and watch) a few share their personal experiences inside our Ada, MI, dental office.   
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Dental Blogs











                    
                                                
                                    
        
        
                                

    
        
            
                
        
        
            Say Goodbye to Coffee Stains: Tips for Prevention and Removal        
    

    
                    
        We’ll explore effective tips for preventing coffee stains and removing existing stains, helping you maintain a bright and healthy smile.

Read More

    

                            

        

    



    
        
            
                
        
        
            Who Should Get Oral Cancer Screenings, and How Often?        
    

    
                    
        We’ll discuss who should consider getting oral cancer screenings, the importance of early detection, and how often these screenings should be performed.

Read More

    

                            

        

    



    
        
            
                
        
        
            How to Get Pain Relief After a Tooth Extraction        
    

    
                    
        We’ll explore these strategies and provide helpful tips for obtaining pain relief and ensuring a smooth recovery process.

Read More

    

                            

        

    

                                
 
    
 
    
                         

                                            

                












		

						
					Child Focused with a Preventive Approach ● Exceptional Patient Care ● Family-Friendly Environment Experience the Difference


request an appointment













Our dentists are accepting new patients!

Contact us today to schedule your first appointment.



request an appointment
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	(616) 676-9177
	519 Ada Dr SE Suite A
	Ada, MI 49301


Mon & Wed: 7:30-6:30 | Tue & Thu: 7:30-4:30 | Fri: 7:30-2:30
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